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Advanced Image Processing Techniques for Maximum Information Recovery

The objective of this project was to investigate methods to recover the maximum amount of available information from an image. Some radio frequency and optical sensors collect large-scale sets of spatial imagery data whose content is often obscured by fog, clouds, foliage and other intervening structures. Often, the obstruction is such as to render unreliable the definition of underlying images. Various mathematical operations used in image processing to remove obstructions from images and to recover reliable information were investigated, to include Spatial Domain Processing, Frequency Domain Processing, and non-Abelian group operations. These imaging techniques were researched and their effectiveness determined. Some of the most effective techniques were selected, refined, extended and customized for this project. Several examples are presented showing applications of such techniques with the MATLAB code included. A new advanced image processing technique was developed, tested, and is being proposed for the removal of clouds from an image. This technique has been applied to certain images to demonstrate its effectiveness. The MATLAB code has been developed, tested and appended to this report.
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I. Introduction

The objective of this project was to investigate methods to recover the maximum amount of available information from an image. Some radio frequency and optical sensors collect large-scale sets of spatial imagery data whose content is often obscured by fog, clouds, foliage and other intervening structures. Often, the obstruction is such as to render unreliable the definition of underling images. Various mathematical operations used in image processing to remove obstructions from images and to recover reliable information were investigated, to include Spatial Domain Processing, Frequency Domain Processing and non-Abelian group operations. These imaging techniques were researched and their effectiveness determined. Some of the most effective techniques were selected, refined, extended and customized for this project. Several examples are presented showing applications of such techniques with the MATLAB code included. A new advanced image processing technique was developed, tested and is being proposed for the removal of clouds from an image. This technique has been applied to certain images to demonstrate its effectiveness. The MATLAB code has been developed, tested and appended to this report.

II. Some Fundamental Pre-processing Concepts

A. Introduction

If processing is being performed with the goal of identifying objects in an image, pre-processing to enhance the image is often helpful. Therefore, the first topic addressed in this report involves some popular methods of image enhancement. The first type of concept being presented is Spatial Domain Processing which involves the direct manipulation of pixels. The spatial domain refers specifically to the \((x, y)\) image plane. The second type of concept will be based on Frequency Domain Processing. This will involve taking the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the spatial image \(f(x, y)\) to produce a frequency domain image \(F(u, v)\), processing the image in the frequency domain, and then taking the inverse of the DFT to obtain the filtered spatial image \(g(x, y)\). The choice of Spatial Domain Processing versus Frequency Domain Processing depends on the nature of the problem. Frequency Domain Processing offers a great deal of flexibility in filter design. A combination of these two methods produces the best results in some cases. The authors, Gonzalez, Woods and Eddins [1] have created, documented in their book, and made available via the Internet, a set of image processing functions that extents the Image Processing Toolbox (IPT) package by about 35%. These functions will be referred to as GWE functions.

B. Some Concepts of Spatial Domain Processing

1. Some Spatial Filtering Techniques

Another term sometimes used for spatial filtering is neighborhood processing. This technique involves replacing the value of a center point with a new value computed based upon the values of the points within the neighborhood. A popular method of defining the neighborhood, along with the center, is a group of nine points. These points consist of the center, the two points directly above and below the center, the two points to the right and left of the center and the four points at the end of the two diagonals on a rectangle drawn about the center. Functions to isolate
the edge of an image are often used as a pre-process to image segmentation. These functions typically use the first or second derivative about the center. The IPT has several popular functions used to compute the edges. Among these are the Prewitt method, the Roberts method, the Sobel Method, the Canny method, the Laplacian and the zero-crossing method. The first four methods are based on the first derivative. The Laplacian is based on the second derivative. The zero-cross method finds edges by looking for zero crossings after filtering the image with a filter specified by the user. The first five methods all use a 9 point mask, \( w \), to be applied to the center point and the 8 points surrounding the center, as designated above. The “edge” function in the IPT is used to find the edge of an image with the user designating which of the six above methods to be used. The “fspecial” function in the Image Processing Toolbook (IPT) can be used to generate the mask, \( w \), for the Prewitt, Sobel or Gaussian methods (along with 6 other types of masks).

However, the mask can be generated by the user if so desired. The IPT function, “imfilter”, with one form having the syntax \( \text{imfilter}(f, w) \), filters the image, \( f \), with the mask provided by the user. Linear spatial filtering is applied. The following example shows the use of the Sobel edge function as applied to a tank vehicle.

% Program tank_edge1.m
% This program uses the Sobel method to find the edges of a tank.

Z1 = imread('tank_pic1.jpeg'); %Read the tank image.
Z2 = rgb2gray(Z1);
Z3 = edge(Z2,'sobel');
imshow(Z3)
Fig.1. The Original Image
2. Some Intensity Transformation Techniques

Intensity transformation methods depend only on the intensity values of the image but not explicitly on the (x, y) location of the pixels. One such example is the IPT histogram equalization function “histeq”. The syntax of this function is \( g = \text{histeq}(f, \text{num}) \) where \( f \) is the input image, \( g \) is the output image and \( \text{num} \) is the number of intensity levels specified for the output image. For images of class unit8, 255 are commonly used for \( \text{num} \). The function histeq enhances the contrast of images by transforming the values in an intensity image, or the values in the colormap of an indexed image, so that the histogram of the output image approximately matches a specified histogram. The example below shows the effect of the histogram equalization function on an image consisting of a set of twelve coins. The edge function, discussed above under the heading of Spatial Filtering Techniques, is used along with this function. The three plots will show the original (gray) image, the image of the edges before histogram equalization and the edges of the image after histogram equalization. In comparing Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, it is seen that the edges of several of the coins are much more distinct after applying the histogram equalization function.

% Program histeq_coins2.m
% Program to show the effect of the histogram equalization function.
% The three plots will show the original (gray) image, the image of the
edges before histogram equalization and the edges of the image after
histogram equalization.
X1 = imread('Coins1.jpg'); % The coin file must be in the directory.
X2 = rgb2gray(X1);
X3 = rot90(X2,3);
X3 = X3(60:570,1:455);
X4 = histeq(X3,256);  % Apply the histogram equalization process.
X5 = edge(X3,'sobel'); % The edge before histogram equalization.
X6 = edge(X4,'sobel'); % The edge after histogram equalization.
figure, imshow(X3)
figure, imshow(X5)
figure, imshow(X6)

Fig. 3. The Original (gray) Coin Image
Fig.4. The Edges of the Coin Image Before Histogram Equalization
C. Some Concepts of Frequency Domain Processing

The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is the cornerstone for linear digital filtering. It offers a high degree of flexibility in image enhancement (as well as for other image processing applications). The image file is transferred into the frequency domain using the DFT and the processing is performed in the frequency domain. The data file is then transformed back into the spatial domain using the inverse DFT. The two most widely used types of digital filters based on the band of frequencies filtered are the lowpass and highpass filters. Lowpass filtering results in image blurring or smoothing. Highpass filtering results in image sharpening.

The use of the DFT for image processing closely parallels its use in filtering one-dimensional (1-D) signals such as sound. For image processing, two-dimensional (2-D) filtering is employed. The IPT function used for 1-D filtering has the syntax \( F = \text{fft}(f) \). The IPT function for 2-D filtering has the syntax \( F = \text{fft2}(f) \), with the 2 used to designate 2-D filtering. The syntax to obtain the inverse Fourier transform for an image function has the syntax \( f = \text{ifft2}(F) \). For filtering in the spatial domain, a mask \( h(x, y) \) is used to modify the image \( f(x, y) \) in some desired manner. For frequency domain filtering, a transfer function \( H(u, v) \) is designed to modify the frequency function \( F(u, v) \) in some desired manner. The design process involves devising a function \( H(u, v) \) to produce the desired effect. Filtering in the spatial domain is faster for a small number of points, \( h(x, y) \). As the size of the filtering function increases, filtering in the frequency domain becomes more efficient.
For filtering in the frequency domain, the transfer function, $H(u, v)$, can be obtain by two different methods. The first method is to generate $H(u, v)$ directly from the spatial mask $h(x, y)$. The IPT function fft2 can be used to do this. As examples, one can directly obtain $H(u, v)$ for the Sobel, Prewitt and other such masks. The other method is to generate $H(u, v)$ directly in the frequency domain. Circularly symmetric filters are often used, based on various functions formulated on the basis of the distance of the points from the origin of the transform. The Gonzalez, Woods and Eddins (GWE) [2] function dffuv can be used to compute the distance, $D$.

The Butterworth and the Gaussian are two popular types of filters. Letting $D_o$ be the distance form the origin that will give a cutoff frequency, the lowpass Butterworth filter can be expressed as

$$H(u, v) = \frac{1}{[1 + (D(u, v)/D_o)^2]}$$

The Gaussian lowpass filter can be expressed as

$$H(u, v) = e^{-Q}$$

Where $Q = D^2(u, v)/[2(D_o)^2]$.

For both the Butterworth and the Gaussian filters, given the lowpass filter, the corresponding highpass filter can be computed using the relationship

$$H_{hp}(u, v) = 1 - H_{lp}(u, v)$$

The lpfilter and the hpfilter are both available in the GWE function set to implement the lowpass and the highpass functions directly in the frequency domain. The filter type can be specified as ideal, Butterworth or Gaussian. Examples are given below.
% Program Michelle1_lpgaus2
% A lowpasse Gaussian Filter
X = imread('Michelle1.JPG');
X2 = rgb2gray(X);
rect=[125 100 500 767];
X3 = imcrop(X2,rect);
[M, N] = size(X3);
F = fft2(X3);
sig = 20;
H = lpfilter('gaussian',M,N,sig);
G = H.*F;
g = real(ifft2(G));
figure, imshow(X3)
figure, imshow(g, [ ])
% Program Michelle1_hpgaus2; A highpass Gaussian Filter
X = imread('Michelle1.JPG');
X2 = rgb2gray(X);
rect=[125 100 500 767];
X3 = imcrop(X2,rect);
[M, N] = size(X3);
F = fft2(X3);
sig = 20;
H = hpfilter('gaussian',M,N,sig);
G = H.*F;
g = real(ifft2(G));
figure, imshow(X3)
Fig. 8. Image after processing with a highpass Gaussian filter with companion values used for the lowpass filter of Fig. 7

The below image was produced with the value of sig in the above program chanced to 1.5
Fig. 9. Image after processing with the same highpass Gaussian filter from Fig. 8 but with the value of sig changed to 1.5

Below is an additional example to remove fog from and image.

```matlab
% Program st_tank1_lpfilter_Gaussian2a
c2 = imread('MVC-054S.JPG'); % Read the cloud image.
c2 is 480x640x3
Z1 = imread('tank_pic1.jpeg'); %Read the tank image.
The tank image is 594x800x3.
Z1a = Z1(1:2:594,1:2:800,:); % Downsize by selecting every other pixel. Z1a is 297 by 400 by 3; % the original size.
c2(100:396,120:519,:) = Z1a;
% Embed the low intensity tank image into the cloud image.
Z2 = c1 +.02*c2;
% Most of the desired operations required will not work on 3-D images % so change to a gray image.
Z3 = rgb2gray(Z2);
[M,N] = size(Z3);
Z3 = double(Z3); % Use double when using fft2 as shown below.
F = fft2(Z3);
sig = 60;
H = lpfilter('gaussian', M,N,sig);
```
[U, V] = dftuv(M, N);
H = lpfilter('gaussian', M,N,sig);
G = H.*F;
g = real(ifft2(G)); % Take the inverse fft.
figure, imshow(Z1a); % The downsized tank image.
figure, imshow(Z2); % The tank embedded with the clouds
figure, imshow(g,[]) % The recovered image. Note that the image g will
% show as all white if we do not use [] in the imshow function.

Fig. 10. The Original Tank Images Downsized
Fig. 11. The Tank Embedded in a Cloud Image
III. Comments on Image Restoration and Enhancement

Image restoration and image enhancement have a lot in common but fundamentally have different objectives. The techniques presented above can be employed for both concepts. As the name implies, image restoration has the objective of restoring an image that has been degraded to its previous quality. This implies knowledge of the original appearance of the image and knowledge of the method in which it was degraded. Given knowledge of how the image was degraded, if an inverse of the process is applied, the image will be restored to its original appearance. An example is shown below. The first image shows a small airplane flying over a house top with clouds. The second image is a fog scene. The third image shows the plane embedded in the fog which was fabricated by adding 50% of the intensity of the fog image to the plane image. Since it is known how the plane image was corrupted, recovery of the plane image was made by subtracting out the image that was added. The result is shown in the fourth image.

% Program planefog1 to add fog to the plane image
% with the intensity of the fog
% suppressed. Then, recover the image from fog.
X1 = imread('Plane1.jpeg');
X2 = imread('fog8.jpeg');
a = .5;
X3 = a*X2 + X1; % Will add the fog image at 50% intensity.
X4 = X3 - a*X2; % Subtract the fog out of the image.
figure,imshow(X1) % The original plane image.
figure, imshow(X2) % The original fog image.
figure, imshow(X3) % The plane embedded in the fog.
figure,imshow(X4, []); % The recovered plane

Fig.13. A Small Airplane Flying Over a Housetop With Clouds
Fig.14. A Fog Scene
Fig. 15. The Airplane Embedded in the Fog with 50% Intensity of the Fog
Fig. 16. The Recovered Airplane With Clouds

A second example is shown below where an image is corrupted with salt and pepper noise using the IPT function imnoise. The IPT median function medfilt2 is then used to restore the image.

```matlab
% Program Michelle_saltpep_median1
% Program to corrupt and image with salt and pepper noise and to restore
% it using a median filter.
% Read the image.
X = imread('Michelle1.JPG');
rect = [125 100 500 767];
Xm = imcrop(X, rect);
% Convert the image to grayscale.
Xm = rgb2gray(Xm);           % The filtering function below is for 2-D inputs only.
D = .1;                      % The noise density
X1 = imnoise(Xm, 'salt & pepper', D);
M = 7;
N = 7;
X2 = medfilt2(X1, [M N], 'symmetric');  % Perform median filtering with
% each output pixel containing the median value in the M-by N
% neighborhood around the corresponding pixel in the input image.
figure, imshow(X1)
figure, imshow(X2)
```
Fig. 17. Image Corrupted With Salt and Pepper Noise
Whereas image restoration is largely an objective process, image enhancement is largely a subjective process. As the name implies, the goal of image enhancement is to make the image look “better” in some way. This means having some criteria of goodness. As examples, removing wrinkles in a lady’s face or changing the red eyes that often appear in images are considered enhancements. Image software developed for professional photographers is heavily weighted towards image enhancement. In the book *The Digital Photographer’s Guide to Photoshop Elements*, one chapter has the title “Making Your Photographs Look Good” and another chapter has the title “Photo Retouching Techniques”. The purpose of the book is to show how “to improve your photos and create fantastic special effects” and “is concerned with making pictures better”. It states that red eyes occur when light from an on-camera flash reflects off the blood vessels at the back of the subject’s eyes. This problem is so common that the Photoshop Elements software package, produced by the Abode Corporation, includes a tool specifically designed to deal with red eyes. The package is called “The Red Eye Removal Tool” [28].

**IV. Some Comments on Morphology**

In image processing, morphology deals with extracting image components that are useful in describing region shapes, especially boundaries. Morphological techniques are also used in pre-
and post-image filtering. One such IPT function to be used in the next section is bwlabel. This function labels connected components in a binary image. Its syntax is

\[ L = \text{BWLABEL}(bf, N) \]

As described from the MATLAB help directory, the output, \( L \) is a matrix of the same size as the input binary image, \( bf \), and contains labels for the connected components in \( bf \). \( N \) can have a value of either 4 or 8, where 4 specifies 4-connected objects and 8 specifies 8-connected objects. The default value of \( N \) is 8, if \( N \) is omitted in the function. The elements of \( L \) are integer values greater than or equal to 0. The pixels labeled 0 are the background. The pixels labeled 1 make up one object. The pixels labeled 2 make up a second object, and so on. The number of connected objects can be obtained by using the function with the syntax

\[ [L, \text{NUM}] = \text{BWLABEL}(bf, N), \]

where \( \text{NUM} \) returns the number of connected objects found in the image, \( bf \). Whereas the function BWLABEL supports 2-D inputs only, the function BWLABELN supports any input dimension. It should be noted that \( bf \) must be a logical or numeric, real, 2-D, non-sparse image. The output, \( L \), is double. An example is given below showing how the bwlabel function is used to find the number of connected objects in an image. The IPT “find” function is used to give the row and column indices for the pixels associated with a particular object in the image. This, along with thresholding, also used here, will be discussed in the next section. Here, the image shows a set of letters. This program gives an introduction to object recognition techniques. Twenty-one objects were detected. This is because the small dots were also considered to be objects. The eighth object was selected and using the “find” function, a rectangle was determined and it was isolated based on its minimum x and y coordinates and its maximum x and y coordinates. As is seen, the particular object isolated was the letter E.

% Program my_bwlabel_test1a
% This program will show how the bwlabel function computes the number of connected objects in an image and how the "find" function can be used to return the row and column indices for all the pixels associated with a particular object number.
X1 = imread('MVC-005S.JPG')
X2 = rgb2gray(X1);
X3 = rot90(X2,3);
X4 = X3(50:620,1:455);  % Crop it.
    for i = 1:571  % Note i = 620-50 +1 = 571
        for k= 1:455
            if X4(i,k) > 172  % Thresholding is being used here.
                % Note, using 172 here gave the smallest number of objects, a value of Num = 21.
                X5(i,k) = 1;
            else
                X5(i,k) = 0;
            end
        end
    end

[L, num] = bwlabel(X5,8)  % num was given as 21, the number of objects.
[r,c] = find(L==8)  % Select the 8th object and see what we get.
% See the results below.

r1 = min(r)  % r1 = r_min was 228.
r2 = max(r)  % r2 = r_max was 311

% c1 = c_min was 172

% c2 = c_max was 239

c1 = min(c)
c2 = max(c)

% Start 8 pixels below the min.
x1 = r1 - 8;
x2 = r2 + 8;  % Go to 8 pixels beyond the max.

% Same as above but for c1 and c2

y1 = c1 - 8;
y2 = c2 + 8;

X6 = X5(x1:x2, y1:y2);
figure, imshow(X4)
figure, imshow(X5)
figure, imshow(X6)

% Note: The figure shown was the letter E so since we let L== 8, it is
% evident that out of the 21 objects, E is the eighth object.

Fig.19. The Original Image After Cropping
V. Some Segmentation, Representation, Description and Image Recognition Concepts

A. Introduction

The objective of this project was to recover the maximum amount of available information from an image using digital image processing techniques. Recovering information implies rendering
the information such that objects or patterns can be recognized in the image. As mentioned in the previous sections, pre-processing such as filtering is often performed first. The image is then segmented, subdividing the image into its various regions or objects. The next step is to formulate some criteria for representing or describing particular regions or objects in the image. Such descriptors might be based on edges, shapes, sizes, areas, lines, pixel intensity, color, texture, etc. Some descriptors may be interior characteristics while others may be exterior characteristics. The final step is that of being able to recognize one subdivision (object or pattern) of the image from other subdivisions. The various objects or patterns might be labeled in some way to clearly indicate that they have been identified or distinguished from others. The first examples presented will be based mainly on intuitive methods and not very mathematically intense. This will be followed by examples using methods that are rather mathematically intensive. The mathematically intensive methods will involve Logical Image Operations, Connected Operations, Stack Filters and Adaptive Filters using adaptive blind learning algorithms for image processing. A new advanced image processing technique will be demonstrated.

B. An Algorithm to Recognize Different Coins in an Image

The algorithm in the Appendix, listed as A1, was developed and used to successfully segment and then recognize the objects (coins) in an image consisting of a set of 12 coins. There are 3 nickels, 6 dimes and 3 quarters (for a total of $1.50), as shown below. The recognition process is confirmed by the program determining and indicating the sum of the coins.

Fig.22. Original Gray Image of Coins
As is shown in the program documentation, thresholding is first performed. The result was to display the coins as all white on a black background (not shown). This is the pre-processing step. The second step was that of segmentation. This was performed using the IPT function bwlabel. As shown earlier, it has the syntax

\[ [L, \text{NUM}] = \text{BWLABEL}(bf,N) \]

The algorithm of A1 shows this function written as

\[ [L, \text{num}] = \text{blabel}(X5,N) \]

Its operation (as explained earlier) is as follows:
It returns a matrix \( L \), of the same size as \( X5 \), containing labels for the connected components in \( X5 \). \( N \) can have a value of either 4 or 8, where 4 specifies 4-connected objects and 8 specifies 8-connected objects. If the argument is omitted, it defaults to 8. The elements of \( L \) are integer values greater than or equal to 0. The pixels labeled 0 are the background. The pixels labeled 1 make up one object. The pixels labeled 2 make up a second object, and so on.

The third step was that of classification. This was done by first eliminating any objects that obviously did not belong to the set of objects of interest. Such objects are sometimes designated as outliers. A method was then chosen to classify the remaining objects according to size. Some of the classical methods (such as K-means clustering) could have been used but a simple method was used instead. The various sizes were first observed to see the 3 patterns (or size of clusters) consisting of nickels, dimes and quarters. A second “unsupervised” version of the program, not presented here, ran successfully. It used the relative sizes of the clusters to identify the coins such that programmer intervention was not required. The values of the coins were summed and the result printed to a file called sum.out. The result was also outputted to the screen. The algorithm successfully recognized the total value and printed out $1.50. The below image shows the results of the 12 coins being segmented.
C. Simple Algorithms to Segment Objects Using the Quadtree Decomposition Method

A simple algorithm to segment objects using the Quadtree Decomposition method will be demonstrated here. This will provide some insight into the next example that is much more complicated. This is shown as A2 in the Appendix. This is an efficient regional base segmentation method. The use of connectivity of pixels is a fundamental requirement for the algorithm. The image is subdivided into quadregions. The regions are merged and/or split to satisfy some stated condition or constraint given as the predicate. All Quadtree regions that satisfy the predicate are filled with 1s. The Quadtree regions that do not satisfy the predicate are filled with 0s. The adjacent sub-regions are merged. The image is segment by this procedure into regions of 1’s and 0s. The documentation for the algorithm is provided in A2. The standard deviation and the mean value of the pixels in the sample region were used for the predicate, the criteria for splitting and/or merging. The below image shows the result of segmentation to recognize the 12 coins.

Fig.23. The Set of 12 Segmented and Recognized Objects (Coins)
VI. An Advanced Segmentation Method

A. Introduction and Basic Background

Finally, a much more mathematically intensive method of image segmentation will be presented. In addition to, and including what has been presented above, there are several methods used for removing obscuration information from images: Logical Image Operations, Connected Operations, Stack Filters, and Adaptive filters (using adaptive blind learning algorithms for image processing). A new advanced image processing technique has been developed as a result of this research based on combining these techniques. In order to understand this new method, the essential mathematical basis for each of the last four mentioned techniques is presented below.

Logical image operations: Logical operators are generally derived from Boolean algebra, which is a mathematical way of manipulating the truth values of concepts in an abstract way without being concerned about what the concepts actually mean. The truth value using the Boolean concept can have just one of two possible values, true or false [6].
In the context of image processing, the pixel values in a binary image, which are either 0 or 1, can be interpreted as truth values as above. Using this convention we can carry out logical operations on images simply by applying the truth-table combination rules to the pixel values from a pair of input images (or a single input image and the NOT image by changing the 1’s to 0’s and the 0’s to 1’s). Normally, corresponding pixels from each of two identically sized binary input images are compared to produce the output image, which is another binary image of the same size. As with other image arithmetic operations, it is also possible to logically combine a single input image with a constant logical value, in which case each pixel in the input image is compared to the same constant in order to produce the corresponding output pixel. Logical operations can also be carried out on images with integer pixel values. In this extension the logical operations are normally carried out in bitwise fashion on binary representations of those integers, comparing corresponding bits with corresponding bits to produce the output pixel value. For instance, suppose that we wish to XOR the integers 47 and 255 together using 8-bit integers. The binary value of 47 is 00101111 and the binary value of 255 is 11111111. XORing these together in bitwise fashion produces the binary number11010000 or the decimal number 208.

Note that not all implementations of logical operators work in such bitwise fashion. For instance some will treat zero as false and any non-zero value as true and will then apply the conventional 1-bit logical functions to derive the output image. The output may be a simple binary image itself, or it may be a gray level image formed perhaps by multiplying what would be the binary output image (containing 0's and 1's) with one of the input images. This operation belongs to morphological image processing.

**Connected operations:** A grey-scale image partitions the underlying space into regions where the grey-level is constant, the so-called flat zones. A connected operator is an image transformation that coarsens such partitions. Such operators can delete edges, but they cannot change their shape or their location. As a result, connected operators are well-suited for many imaging tasks, such as segmentation, filtering, and coding. Connected operators have become popular in recent years. This is mainly due to the fact that they do not work at the pixel level, but rather at the level of the flat zones of an image. A connected operator can strengthen or weaken boundaries (or even remove them), but as stated above, it cannot shift boundaries or introduce new ones. Therefore, it preserves contour/shape information, which is known to carry most of the image content perceived by human observers. The flat zones of an image are defined as the maximally connected regions of its domain of definition with constant gray level value. In the case of binary images, the flat zones are called grains (foreground) and pores (background). The defining property of a connected operator is that it must coarsen the partition generated by the flat zones of an image.

**Stack filters - Dynamic Analysis of Statistical and Deterministic Properties of Stack Filters:** Many modern signal processing systems and structures incorporate discrete valued operators as basic building blocks. One example is the well known class of stack filters, based on monotone Boolean functions. Another example is the class of threshold Boolean filters, commonly used in document image processing. A number of multi-scale/multi-resolution pyramidal decomposition structures based on the median operation (special case of stack filters) and used in compression and de-noising applications have been recently proposed by a number of authors. Traditionally, analysis of deterministic or statistical properties of such systems or structures has been
conducted in a "static" sense; that is, the system's dynamic characteristics have not been utilized, precluding long-term or steady state analysis in all but the trivial cases.

A new, dynamic analysis approach has been developed for the analysis of such systems. By modeling the sliding window as a Markov chain, it can determine the output distribution function of any recursive stack filter as well as its breakdown probabilities and can determine the output distributions of a new, more general, class of stack filters based on mirrored threshold decomposition. The method used relies on finite automata and Markov Chain theory. The distribution of any recursive stack filter is expressed as a vector multiplication of steady-state probabilities by the truth table vector of the Boolean function defining the filter. Furthermore, the proposed dynamical analysis approach allows us to study filter behavior along the time dimension. Analogously to recursive linear (IIR) filters which can be unstable, recursive stack filters also can possess a kind of instability. However, this instability manifests itself in a different sense - the filter can get "stuck" on certain values, unable to change. This phenomenon is sometimes referred to as streaking. Using the dynamical approach, we can analyze streaking by computing so-called run-length distributions. Additionally, the dynamic analysis approach allows us to study deterministic properties of stack filter systems, or more generally, of systems based on Boolean functions. Finite automata provides a convenient tool for studying invariant (root) signals of stack filters [12-14].

Adaptive blind learning algorithms for image separation (filters): The field of blind separation and de-convolution has grown dramatically during recent years due to its similarity to the separation feature in the human brain, as well as its rapidly growing applications in various fields, such as telecommunication systems, image enhancement and biomedical signal processing. The blind source separation (BSS) problem is to recover independent sources from sensor outputs without assuming any prior knowledge of the original signals besides certain statistic features. Although there exist a number of models and methods, such as the infomax, natural gradient approach and equi-variant adaptive algorithms, for separating blindly independent sources, there still are several challenges in generalizing mixture to dynamic and nonlinear systems, as well as in developing more rigorous and effective algorithms with general convergence [4],[5]. As for using adaptive blind learning algorithms for image separation, it is interesting to note that one of the very early works on independent component analysis (ICA) already proposed a nonlinear method. Although being based on an interesting principle it was rather impractical and computationally heavy. The essential uniqueness of the solution of linear ICA, together with the greater simplicity of linear separation and with the fact that many naturally occurring mixtures are essentially linear, led to a quick development of linear ICA. The work on nonlinear ICA probably was slowed down mostly by its inherent ill-posedness and by its greater complexity, but development of nonlinear methods has continued steadily. Ensemble learning is a Bayesian method and, as such, uses prior distributions as a form of regularization, to handle the ill-posedness problem. It is computationally heavy, but has produced some interesting results, including an extension to the separation of non-linearly mixed dynamical processes. Kernel-based nonlinear ICA essentially consists of linear ICA performed on a high-dimensional space that is a nonlinear transformation of the original space of mixture observations. In the form in which it was presented in the cited reference, it used the temporal structure of the signals to perform the linear ICA operation. This apparently helped it to effectively deal with the ill-posedness problem, and allowed it to yield some impressive results.
on artificial, strongly nonlinear mixtures. The method seems to be quite tractable, in computational
terms.

MISEP is an extension of INFOMAX into the nonlinear domain. It uses regularization to deal
with the ill-posedness problem, and is computationally tractable. A special class of methods that
deserves mentioning deals with nonlinear mixtures which are constrained so as to make the result
of ICA essentially unique, as in linear ICA. The most representative class corresponds to the so-
called post-nonlinear (PNL) mixtures. These are linear mixtures followed by component-wise
invertible nonlinearities. The interest of this class resides both in its unique separability and in
the fact that it corresponds to well identified practical situations: linear mixtures observed by
non-linear sensors. PNL mixtures and their extensions have had a considerable development. For
more details see [4, 15-23].

So far, the methods in the four categories mentioned above have been used individually to
remove interferences from images using digital image processing [1, 2, 4, 6], but the individual
effectiveness for each method for removing the interferences is not good. There are some
combined intelligent computational methods developed in [5], [7] for other image processing
purposes other than removing the interferences.

As a result of this research, a combined computational method has been developed based on
methods mentioned above: Logical Image Operations, Connected Operations, Stack Filters and
Adaptive Filters (Adaptive blind learning algorithms for image processing). The principles of the
newly developed combined computational method for removing interferences will be presented,
followed by some test results.

B. A New Combined Computational Approach

A new combined combinational approach is being proposed to remove interferences from images
and to recovery the maximum amount of available information. It is based on the following three
steps:

First step: To identify areas of the interferences on the images; a combination of image
segmentation methods, adaptive threshold gain and morphological methods, has been
developed;

Second step: To refill the identified areas from step one with wanted areas on the images; a
histogram-statistical approximately equivalent method has been developed;

Third step: To smooth the neighborhood of the refilled areas; the MATLAB function roifill will
be used here.

The technical detailed steps for each method will be given.

First step: Image segmentation is used to group similar pixels together to form a set of coherent
image regions, giving a single image. The pixel similarity could be measured based on the
consistency of location, intensity, color, and texture of different pixels. Generally, we can
compound these elements together to represent an image pixel, or use some of them. For
example, we can only use color components or use both location and intensities. So, for each
image pixel, we associate it with a feature vector x. Mainly, there are four approaches to this
problem, including (1) segmentation by clustering; (2) segmentation by graph cut, (3) segmentation by EM algorithm and (4) segmentation by region growing. In this research, focus is on the first method, that of segmentation by clustering.

**Image Segmentation by Clustering:** Clustering basically means grouping similar data points into different clusters or groups. This section presents two related approaches for clustering: the K-means algorithms and the self-organizing map. The two most important issues in clustering include similarity measurement and the clustering procedure.

**K-Means Algorithm:**

It is assumed that the number of clusters, K, is given. The center of each clusters \( C_i \) is used to represent the cluster. The center of each cluster is the mean of the data points which belong to such a cluster. How is the center of a group of data point determined? Basically, a distance similarity measurement is defined, \( D(x; y) \).

For example, \( D(x, y) = \|x - y\|^2 \) might be used to define such a measurement. We can compare the distance of a data point to these cluster centers, and such a data point belongs to the nearest cluster:

\[
l_k(x_k) = \arg\min_i D(x_k, C_i) = \arg\min_i \|x_k - C_i\|^2
\]

where \( l_k \) is the label for the data point \( x_k \). The K-means algorithm tries to find a set of such cluster centers such that the total distortion is minimized. Here, the distortion is defined by the total summation of the distances of data points from its cluster center:

\[
\phi(\mathcal{X}, \mathcal{C}) = \sum_{i \in \mathcal{C}} \sum_{j \in i\text{-th cluster}} \|x_j - C_i\|^2
\]

To minimize \( \phi \), K-means algorithm iterates between two steps:

**Labeling:** Assume the \( p \)-th iteration results in a set of cluster centers \( C_i^{(p)}, i = 1,2,...,K \). Label each data point based on such a set of cluster centers, i.e., \( \forall x_k \), find

\[
l_k^{(p+1)}(x_k) = \min_i \|x_k - C_i^{(p)}\|^2
\]

and group data points belonging to the same cluster

\[
\Omega_j = \{ x_k : l_k(x_k) = C_j \}
\]

**Re-centering:** Re-calculating the centers for all the clusters

\[
C_i^{(p+1)} = \frac{\sum_{x_k \in \Omega_i} x_k}{|\Omega_i|}
\]

The algorithm iterates between such labeling and re-centering steps, and is expected to converge to a local stationary status. Based on the principle of the algorithm above, three general image segmentation methods are proposed here.

**Metric distance defined on normalized color histogram:**

First, the color histogram used here is normalized, that is, all color histograms are given by percentages (instead of by true values). Next, a large-scale spatial image is partitioned into
$n \times m$ smaller sub-images. Here, one of two ways for partitioning the large-scale spatial image are used, fixed block size or quad-tree as shown below:

The metric measurement based on spatial color histogram for the reference images $I_{r_{-i}}, i = 1,2,..k$ and the sub-images $I_{m_{-j}}, j = 1,2,..n \times m$ is based on two factors: spatial color histogram and spatial color histogram varying differences, and defined as

(1) Distance measurement on reference image $I_{r_{-i}}$ and sub-image $I_{m_{-j}}$ for spatial color histogram:

$$d(h_{r_{-i}}, h_{m_{-j}}) = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} (h_{r_{-i}}(n) - h_{m_{-j}}(n))^2}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} (h^2_{r_{-i}}(n) + h^2_{m_{-j}}(n))}$$

(2) Distance measurement on reference image $I_{r_{-i}}$ and sub-image $I_{m_{-j}}$ for spatial color histogram varying differences:

$$d(n) = h(n) - h(n-1), n = 2,3,..,N$$

$$d(h_{r_{-i}}, h_{m_{-j}}) = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N-1} (d_{r_{-i}}(n) - d_{m_{-j}}(n))^2}{\sum_{n=1}^{N-1} (d^2_{r_{-i}}(n) + d^2_{m_{-j}}(n))}$$

The whole metric measurement is

$$d(I_{r_{-i}}, I_{m_{-j}}) = \min_{i=1,2,..,k} (\lambda d(h_{r_{-i}}, h_{m_{-j}}) + (1-\lambda)d(h_{r_{-i}}, h_{m_{-j}}))$$

where $\lambda \leq 1$ is a positive and adjustable parameter. (It should be noted that the metric given above is also a special EMD).

The regions to be segmented are decided by

$$\Omega_j : j = 1,2,..n \times m : \begin{cases} d(I_{r_{-i}}, I_{m_{-j}}) \leq \rho, & (I_{m_{-j}} \in I_{r_{-i}}) \\ d(I_{r_{-i}}, I_{m_{-j}}) > \rho, & (I_{m_{-j}} \notin I_{r_{-i}}) \end{cases}$$

**Metric distance defined on image (statistical) moments:**

When a large-scale spatial image is partitioned into $n \times m$ smaller sub-images, the metric measurement based on statistical moments for the reference images $I_{r_{-i}}, i = 1,2,..k$ and the sub-images $I_{m_{-j}}, j = 1,2,..n \times m$ is considered by three facts, the original images, the first derivatives of original images, and second derivatives of original images. These are defined as follows:
(1) Distance measurement on reference image $I_{r,j}$ and sub-image $I_{m,j}$ for each seven invariant moments: $\phi_1, \phi_2, \phi_3, \phi_4, \phi_5, \phi_6$ and $\phi_7$ (more details see reference 1 at page 675):

$$d(m_{i,r-j}, m_{i,m-j}) = \sum_{n=1}^{7} \frac{(m_{i,r-j}(n) - m_{i,m-j}(n))^2}{\sum_{n=1}^{7} (m_{i,r-j}(n) + m_{i,m-j}(n))^2}$$

(2) Distance measurement on the first derivatives of reference image: $I_{r,1x,j}, I_{r,1y,j}$ and sub-image: $I_{m,1x,j}, I_{m,1y,j}$:

$$d(m_{i,r,1x,j}, m_{i,m,1x,j}) = 0.5d(m_{i,r,1x,j}, m_{i,m,1x,j}) + 0.5d(m_{i,r,1y,j}, m_{i,m,1y,j})$$

(3) Distance measurement on the second derivatives of reference image: $I_{r,2x,j}, I_{r,2y,j}, I_{m,2x,j}, I_{m,2y,j}$ and sub-image: $I_{m,2x,j}, I_{m,2y,j}$:

$$d(m_{i,r,2x,j}, m_{i,m,2x,j}) = 0.25d(m_{i,r,2x,j}, m_{i,m,2x,j}) + 0.25d(m_{i,r,2y,j}, m_{i,m,2y,j})$$

$$0.25d(m_{i,r,2y,j}, m_{i,m,2y,j}) + 0.25d(m_{i,r,2y,j}, m_{i,m,2x,j})$$

The whole metric measurement is

$$d(I_{r}, I_{m,j}) = \min(\lambda_1 d(m_{i,r,1x,j}, m_{i,m,1x,j}) + \lambda_2 d(m_{i,r,1y,j}, m_{i,m,1y,j})$$

$$(1 - \lambda_1 - \lambda_2) d(m_{i,r,2x,j}, m_{i,m,2x,j})$$

where $\lambda_1 \leq 1, \lambda_2 \leq 1$ are positive and adjustable parameters.

The segmented regions are decided by

$$\Omega_j : j = 1, 2, ..., n \times m : \begin{cases} 
d(I_{r}, I_{m,j}) \leq \rho, & (I_{m,j} \in I_r) \\
d(I_{r}, I_{m,j}) > \rho, & (I_{m,j} \notin I_r) 
\end{cases}$$

**Metric distance defined on normalized histogram statistical moments:**

In this method, the random variables are defined on the normalized color histogram. Let $z_i$ be a discrete random variable that denotes intensity levels in an image, and let $p(z_i), i = 0, 1, 2, ..., L - 1,$ be the corresponding normalized histogram, where $L$ is the number of possible intensity values. A histogram component, $p(z_j)$, is an estimate of the probability of occurrence of an intensity value $z_j$, and the histogram may be viewed as an approximation of the intensity PDF. One of the principal approaches for describing the shape of the histogram is via its central moments (moments about the mean), which are defined as

$$\mu_n = \sum_{i=0}^{L-1} (z_i - m)^n p(z_i)$$

where $n$ is the moment order, and $m$ is the mean:

$$m = \sum_{i=0}^{L-1} z_i p(z_i)$$

Because the histogram is assumed to be normalized, the sum of all its components is one, so, (from the equation above) $\mu_0 = 1, \mu_1 = 0$. The second moment,
is the variance. Once all order moments are defined, then, metric distance is defined as follows:

Histogram statistical moments for the reference images \( I_{r,i}, i = 1,2,\ldots,k \) are given by vectors \( \mu_{r,i} \) . The \( n \times m \) smaller sub-images partitioned on a large image \( I_{m,j}, j = 1,2,\ldots,n \times m \), the histogram statistical moments for each of them are given by vectors \( \mu_{m,j} \) , and distance measurement on reference image \( I_{r,i} \) and sub-image \( I_{m,j} \) for each histogram statistical moments is defined as

\[
d(m_{r,i}, m_{m,j}) = \sqrt{\sum_{k=2}^{n} (\mu_{r,i} - \mu_{m,j})^2}
\]

The segmented regions are decided by

\[
\Omega_j : j = 1,2,\ldots,n \times m : \begin{cases} d(I_r, I_{m,j}) \leq \rho, & (I_{m,j} \in I_r) \\ d(I_r, I_{m,j}) > \rho, & (I_{m,j} \notin I_r) \end{cases}
\]

Here the threshold value \( \rho \) is adjusted by trial and error, which is adaptive processing.

At the same time, segmented regions based on the three metric distances defined above may have some small unexpected spots. Some morphological methods such as dilation, erosion, opening and closing will be used here to remove these unwanted spots. Once the segmented regions are obtained, the quad-tree decomposition method is used to obtain approximations to the regions for the next application.

**Step two:** It is assumed that if two images have some similarities, both of histograms have some similarities. Here a histogram-statistical approximately equivalent method has been developed to refill the identified areas from step one with wanted areas on the images. The principle is as stated below:

Assumed that there is a wanted reference image \( I_r \) with the histogram \( h_r(i), i = 0,1,2,\ldots,L-1 \), let \( z_i \) be a discrete random variable that denotes intensity levels in the image, and let \( p_r(z_i), i = 0,1,2,\ldots,L-1 \), be the corresponding normalized histogram, where \( L \) is the number of possible intensity values. Define a cumulative variable \( c_r(k) = \sum_{i=0}^{k} p_r(z_i) \), \( k = 0,1,2,\ldots,L-1 \), and have \( c_r(L-1) = 1 \). Assuming that there is an identified image \( I_m \) to be removed with the histogram \( h_m(i), i = 0,1,2,\ldots,L-1 \), let \( z_j \) be a discrete random variable that denotes intensity levels in the removed image, and let \( p_m(z_j), j = 0,1,2,\ldots,L-1 \), be the corresponding normalized
histogram, where $L$ is the same number of possible intensity values as in the wanted reference image. Also define a cumulative variable $c_m(k) = \sum_{j=0}^{k} p_m(z_j), k = 0,1,2,...L-1$, and have $c_m(L-1)=1$. Once the wanted reference image PDF is obtained, the new intensity levels $\bar{z}_j, j = 0,1,2,...L-1$ in the removed image can be assigned by the rule:

1. Given the original $z_j$ on an identified to be removed image $I_m$;
2. Obtain $c_m(j) = \sum_{i=0}^{j} p_m(z_i)$;
3. set $c_r(k) = c_m(j)$;
4. $\bar{z}_j = c_r^{-1}(k) = z_k$, here $z_k$ is the intensity level in the wanted reference image.

**Step three:** When the first two steps are used on the given image to remove the interferences, there may be some edges on the processed image. A smoothing process for the neighborhood of the refilled areas is then necessary. There are many ways that can be adopted to realize this operation such as the MATLAB functions roifill, filtering average, etc.

The MATLAB code has been developed based on the above three steps and the effectiveness for the removal of interferences tested. Simulation results will be provided in the next section.

**C. Simulation Results Based on the New Combined Computational Approach**

Three groups of images are used to test the effectiveness of the proposed new combined computational approach.

**Group One- Radar Images:** A radar image is shown in figure 25. Some interferences (clouds) in this figure are located in figure 26 as yellow squares.

![Fig. 25: Radar Image One.](image)
In order to get the locations in figure 26, the threshold \( \rho = 0.1 \) was used. The spots will be deleted if these areas are less than 16 pixels square. The radar image with removed interferences after applying the second and third steps is shown in figure 27.

The second radar image is shown in figure 28. Some interferences (clouds) in the figure are located in figure 29 as yellow squares.
Fig. 28: Radar image two.

Fig. 29: Radar image two with some identified interferences to be removed.

In figure 29, a threshold of $\rho = 0.1$ was used. The identified spots will be deleted if these areas are less than 16 pixels square. Figure 30 shows the results on the radar image after the second and third steps are applied.
Fig. 30: Radar image two after interferences are removed.

The third radar image is shown as figure 31. Some interferences in the figure are located in figure 32 as yellow squares.

Fig.31: Radar image three
In figure 32, a threshold value $\rho = 0.035$ was used. The spots will be deleted if these areas are less than 16 pixels square. Figure 33 shows the results on the radar image after the second and third steps are applied.

Step three, smoothing, is applied on figure 33. The new image resulting is shown in figure 34.
Fig. 34: Radar image three after the smoothing processing is applied.

**Group Two- Coin Images:** The first coin image is shown in figure 35. Here interferences in the figure are located as shown in figure 36 as yellow squares.

Figure 35: Coin image one
Fig. 36: Coin image with identified interferences to be removed.

In figure 36, a threshold of $\rho = 0.02$ was used. The spots will be deleted if these areas are less than 9 pixels square. Figure 37 shows the results on the coin image after the second and third steps are applied.

Fig. 37: Coin image one after interferences are removed.

**Group Three- Clouds for Images Made From the Ground:** The first cloud image is shown in figure 38. The interferences, clouds, are located in figure 39 as yellow squares.
Fig. 38: Cloud image one.

Fig. 39: Cloud image one with some identified clouds to be removed.

In figure 39, a threshold $\rho = 0.06$ was used. The spots will be deleted if these areas are less than 16 pixels square. Figure 40 shows the results on the cloud image after the second and third steps are applied.
Step three: The smoothing step is applied to figure 40. The resulting new image is shown in figure 41.

Cloud image two is shown in figure 42. The interferences, (clouds) are located in figure 43 as yellow squares.
Fig. 42: Cloud image two.

Fig. 43: Cloud image two with some identified clouds to be removed.

Here a threshold $\rho = 0.05$ was used. The spots will be deleted if these areas are less than 8 pixels square. Figure 44 shows the results on the cloud image after the second and third steps are applied.
Fig. 44: Cloud image two after interferences removed.

Fig. 45: Cloud image two after the smoothing processing is applied.

The cloud image three is shown in figure 46. The interferences (clouds) in the figure are located in figure 47 as yellow squares.
Here a threshold of $\rho = 0.065$ was used. The spots will be deleted if these areas are less than 8 pixels square. Figure 48 shows the results on the cloud image after the second and third steps are applied.
The test results provided from figure 25 through figure 49 show that the proposed new combined computational approach for interference removal is effective.
VII. On the Topic of Maximum Information Recovery

The topic of the Maximum Information Recovery from an image can be considered from several viewpoints. But in all cases, it must be recognized that images are simply described by numbers assigned to the x and y coordinates of the image. For a gray image, a single number is assigned to a coordinate, representing the intensity of the pixel at that point. For a color image, three numbers are assigned to the coordinate, representing the red, green and blue components of the image at the coordinate. This constitutes the information in the image.

The topic can be considered from the viewpoint of reconstructing the true image from incomplete data, or it can be considered from being able to glean as much information as possible form the actual data that is present in the image. Much of the research performed on image reconstruction has been carried out in the medical imaging area. Work performed at the Vancouver Health Sciences Centre’s Medical Imaging Research Group (MIRG) is described at the Website http://www.physics.ubc.ca/~mirg/home/tutorial/recon.html. This group has performed imaging using a Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) which has allowed them to visualize functional information about a patient’s specific organ or body system. It is explained that the problem of reconstructing medical images from measurements of radiation around the body of a patient belongs to the class of inverse problems which are characterized by the fact that the information of interest (the distribution of radioactivity inside the patient) is not directly available. Problems result from scatter and background radiation, as well as from the radioactivity distribution of interest. The mathematics of image reconstruction (an iterative process) is presented, along with the research performed. A demonstration of the reconstruction process is included. The presentation is highly mathematical.

Similar research is being performed at other sites such as at the University of Michigan. Researchers here have developed a MATLAB image reconstruction toolbox with both iterative and non-iterative algorithms. The algorithms are for SPECT (as described above) as well as for X-ray, PET and CT imaging. The software is available at the Website http://www.eecs.umich.edu/~fessler/code/

The course EE369C: Medical Image Reconstruction is taught at Stanford University. This course covers magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), X-ray computed Topology (CT) and positron emission tomography (PET). The syllabus for this course can be found at the Website http://www.stanford.edu/class/ee369c/

If the topic of Maximum Information Recovery from an image is considered from the viewpoint of being able to glean as much information as possible form the actual data that is present in the image, this can be addressed from two different viewpoints. Probably, the main interest would be that of removing interfering or unwanted data from the image so as to recover the true image. Methods of removing such interferences from images have been the main focus of this research. A second thought might center on encoding information in an image. From this viewpoint, it might be concluded that an unlimited amount of information can be encoded in an image. One such example of encoding information in an image will be presented. The program shown as A4 in the Appendix embeds the message “GOD BLESS AMERICA” in the 20th row of the clown image shown below. The encoded information (very difficult to detect) is at the immediate left in
the image, replacing the corresponding green pixels in the color image (having red, green and blue components).

![Image](image.png)

Fig. 18. The message “GOD BLESS AMERICA” is encoded in the 20th row of this image.

When this image is loaded into the computer, the program A5 in the Appendix recovers the encoded message. The program produces the below message in a file called messfile2.out:

GOD BLESS AMERICA

**VIII. Conclusions and Further Works**

Various methods to remove obstructions from images and to recover reliable information were developed. These methods were successfully tested and the results presented along with the MATLAB code. Included is a new advanced image processing method that was developed and tested. This method uses a combination of Logical Image Operations, Connected Operations, Stack Filters, and Adaptive filters (using adaptive blind learning algorithms for image processing). The effectiveness of these techniques was demonstrated on a variety of images with obstructions to include fog and clouds.

Further work is needed on the identification/recognition of objects following the segmentation process.
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X. APPENDIX

A1. Program to Recognize and to Determine the Sum of Coins in an Image

```
% Program coins_thresh3b_10_17_06
% Programming for thresholding Coins1a with the function mean2 included.
X = imread('Coins1a.jpg'); %Coins1a; the file must be in the directory.
X = rgb2gray(X);
for i = 1:460  % Perform thresholding based on the mean value
  for j = 1:620  % of a 20 by 20 set of pixels around the test pixel.
    if mean2(X(i:i+20,j:j+20)) < 120
      Xa(i:i+20,j:j+20) = 0;
    else
      Xa(i:i+20,j:j+20) = 1;
    end
  end
end
fid = fopen('sum.out', 'w'); % Create an output file for the sum of coins.
X5 = ~Xa; % Note that [L, num] = bwlabel(Xa,8) will not operate work
  % because the above operation made all the objects in Xa to be black.
  % Using help bwlabel, we see that the background will be white for the
  % resulting output.
N = 8;
[L, num] = bwlabel(X5,N); % Operator intervention might be required here
  % if segmentation is not successful. For some images, pre-
  % processing (filtering) may be required before thresholding.
% L = BWLABEL(X5,num) returns a matrix L, of the same size as X5,
% containing labels for the connected components in X5. N can have a value
% of either 4 or 8, where 4 specifies 4-connected objects and 8 specifies
% 8-connected objects; if the argument is omitted, it defaults to 8.
% The elements of L are integer values greater than or equal to 0. The
% pixels labeled 0 are the background. The pixels labeled 1 make up one
% object, the pixels labeled 2 make up a second object, and so on.
p = 0;
for m = 1:num
  [r,c] = find(L==m); % r will be returned as the row indices of L for the
    % given object in L and c will be returned as the column indices.
r1(m) = min(r); % r1 min and max will be used to compute the X dimension.
r2(m) = max(r);
c1(m) = min(c); % c1 min and max will be used to compute the Y dimension.
c2(m) = max(c);
hor(m) = r2(m) - r1(m); % Determine the length in the X direction.
vert(m) = c2(m) - c1(m); % Determine the length in the Y direction.
di(m) = (hor(m)^2 + (vert(m))^2)^.5; % Use the 2 dimensions above
  % as the basis to compare the relative sizes of objects.
% Note that a small set of pixels connected together was labeled as
```

53
% objects. The small objects will be eliminated and only objects above
% a particular size will be retained. The decision on sizes to be retained
% was made by observing the output of L.

if (di(m) < 1000 | (di(m) > 10000)) % Omit all objects with a value of di
  object(m) = 0;
else
  p = p+1; % p will be the number of objects retained.
  object(p) = di(m);
  a1(p) = r1(m); % a1, a2, b1 and b2 will be used to locate and show
  a2(p) = r2(m); % the varies objects (sub-images).
  b1(p) = c1(m);
  b2(p) = c2(m);
end
end

v1 = find(di>1000 & di <10000); %v1 is a row vector, 1 to 12 for
% this case but they may not be in order of size.
di = di(v1); % di will be a row vector showing all the (12) values of di.
v2 = find(di>1000 & di<10000); % v2 will now start at 1.
vm = max(max(v2)); %This should give a value of 12 for vm (for this case).
sum = 0;
for m =1:vm
  % Use some method to classify the remaining objects according to size.
  % Some of the classical methods could be used but a simple method
  % was used instead. The various sizes were first observed to see the
  % 3 patterns or size clusters of nickels, dimes and quarters.
  % However, a second version of the program ran successfully that was
  % "unsupervised". It used the relative sizes of the clusters
  % to identify the coins so programmer intervention was not required.
  if (di(m) > 5200 & di(m) < 6900)
    sum = sum + .05; % It is a nickel.
  else
    if (di(m) > 3000 & di(m) < 5000)
      sum = sum + .1; % It is a dime.
    else
      if (di(m) > 7100 & di(m) < 8400)
        sum = sum + .25; % It is a quarter.
      end
    end
  end
end

% disp (sum);
sprintf('The total sum of coins is $%5.2f',sum) % Output the sum screen.
fprintf(fid,'%s %4.2f
','$',sum);
% Also, write the value to the output file sum.out.
fig1 = X5(a1(1):a2(1), b1(1):b2(1)); % Designate the various objects.
fig2 = X5(a1(2):a2(2), b1(2):b2(2));
fig3 = X5(a1(3):a2(3), b1(3):b2(3));
fig4 = X5(a1(4):a2(4), b1(4):b2(4));
fig5 = X5(a1(5):a2(5), b1(5):b2(5));
fig6 = X5(a1(6):a2(6), b1(6):b2(6));
fig7 = X5(a1(7):a2(7), b1(7):b2(7));
fig8 = X5(a1(8):a2(8), b1(8):b2(8));
fig9 = X5(a1(9):a2(9), b1(9):b2(9));
fig10 = X5(a1(10):a2(10), b1(10):b2(10));
fig11 = X5(a1(11):a2(11), b1(11):b2(11));
fig12 = X5(a1(12):a2(12), b1(12):b2(12));
subplot(2,6,1), imshow(fig1); subplot(2,6,2), imshow(fig2)
subplot(2,6,3), imshow(fig3); subplot(2,6,4), imshow(fig4)
subplot(2,6,5), imshow(fig5); subplot(2,6,6), imshow(fig6)
subplot(2,6,7), imshow(fig7); subplot(2,6,8), imshow(fig8)
subplot(2,6,9), imshow(fig9); subplot(2,6,10), imshow(fig10)
subplot(2,6,11), imshow(fig11); subplot(2,6,12), imshow(fig12)

A2. Program to Perform Segmentation Based on the Quadtree Decomposition Method Along with the Predicate Function

1. The Basic Function

% Program called my_splitmerge_qt_coins3b_bwp_if
% Function to return the perimeter is added. The imfill function is
% also used. The algorithm will be tested using the coin image.
% The predicate function uses the average and the standard deviation as
% the criteria for when to split the image with the Quadtree method.
X1 = imread('Coins1.jpg'); % The coin file must be in the directory.
X2 = rgb2gray(X1);
X3 = rot90(X2,3); % Make the horizontal axis the longest axis.
X4 = X3(60:570,1:455); % Perform cropping as follows:
% 570-60 = 510 so it will be less than 512, the nearest power
% of 2. It will be padded with zeros to give 512 by 512
XX = X4(150:260, 200:280); % The location of one of the coins was found
% and it will be used as the region for comparison.
ave = average(XX) % The average function is not in the Image Processing
st = std2(XX) % Toolbox. It is from Gonzalez, Woods and Eddins and must
% be placed in the path (directory).
% Note: The region for comparison can be chosen interactively by
% using the "region of interest" function roipoly. This function selects
% a polygonal region of interest within an image that can be
% used as a mask for masked filtering.
% imshow(XX) % The average function is not in the Image Processing
% Toolbox. It is from Gonzalez, Woods and Eddins and must
% be placed in the path (directory).
% imshow(XX)
region= XX; % The following 2 equations will be given in the predicate
% function and are not needed here.
% sd_test = std2(region)
% m_test = mean2(region)
% region = region/255; %Normalizing it if you decide to use the histogram
flag = predicate(region); % A predicate function must be given written
% and included as a separate program.
[g,vals,r,c] = splitmerge(X4,2,@predicate); % Decompose X4. The splitmerge
% function must be in the folder. The split-and-merge algorithm performs
% image splitting and merging based on the
% Quadtree decomposition approach.
g = bwperim(g,4);
g = imfill(g,'holes');
imshow(g)

2. The Predicate Function

function flag = predicate(region,m_test)
% Predicate function for the program called my_splitmerge_qt_coins3a
sd = std2(region);
m = mean2(region);
flag = ~((m > 100) & (m < 150) & (sd < 7));

A3. Functions for the Advanced Segmentation Method

1. hm_segment

clear all;

%Im = imread('C:\Documents and Settings\Jiecai Luo\My Documents\AI_wpafb\images_other\airport.jpg');
%Im = imread('C:\Documents and Settings\Jiecai Luo\My Documents\AI_wpafb\images_other\clouds.jpg');
%Im = imread('C:\Documents and Settings\Jiecai Luo\My Documents\AI_wpafb\images_other\clouds.jpg');
%Im = imread('C:\Documents and Settings\Jiecai Luo\My Documents\AI_wpafb\images_other\cloud_m.jpg');
Im = imread('C:\Documents and Settings\Jiecai Luo\My Documents\AI_wpafb\radar image\dop.jpg');
Im=imresize(Im,[1024,1024]);

disp('************************************************
T_name=input('The segmented image data name is ','s');
Tol=input('please input the segmentation Thresholding value =');
disp('************************************************
N=input('input the number of h_moment N = ');
disp('************************************************

n_samp=input('please input how many samples you want=');
figure
image(Im);
title('Original image in RGB space')
hold;

%set up the reference images
T_r=[];T_g=[];T_b=[];
for i_samp=1:1:n_samp;
rect=getrect;
nn_x=floor(rect(1));nn_y=floor(rect(2));
nnn_1=floor((rect(3)+rect(4))/2);
if nnn_1 <=4;
    nnn_1=4;
end;
nnn_2=nnn_1;
for ii=1:1:nnn_2;
    for jj=1:1:nnn_1;
        im_r(ii,jj,:)=Im(nn_y+ii,nn_x+jj,:);
    end;
end;
[v_r,unv_r]=h_moments(imhist(im_r(:,:,1)),N);
[v_g,unv_g]=h_moments(imhist(im_r(:,:,2)),N);
[v_b,unv_b]=h_moments(imhist(im_r(:,:,3)),N);
T_r=[T_r; v_r];
T_g=[T_g; v_g];
T_b=[T_b; v_b];
x=[nn_x nn_x+nnn_1 nn_x+nnn_1 nn_x nn_x];
y=[nn_y nn_y nn_y+nnn_2 nn_y+nnn_2 nn_y];
figure(1)
plot(x,y)
gtext(num2str(i_samp))
clear im_r;
end;

Im_o(:,:,1)=repmat(uint8(0),[1024 1024]);
Im_o(:,:,2)=Im_o(:,:,1);
Im_o(:,:,3)=Im_o(:,:,1);
Im_o=Im;

%S = qtdecomp(Im_o(:,:,1),.27);
[inn,jnn,snn]=find(S);
im=Im_o;
N_length=length(jnn);
n=1;
for i=1:1:N_length;
    if Im_o(inn(i),jnn(i),1)~=0;
        Im_o(inn(i):snn(i)+inn(i)-1,jnn(i):jnn(i)+snn(i)-1,:)=...
        Im_o(inn(i):snn(i),jnn(i):jnn(i)+snn(i)-1,:);
        [T_ro, unv_1]=h_moments(imhist(im_b(:,:,1)),N);
        [T_go, unv_2]=h_moments(imhist(im_b(:,:,2)),N);
        [T_bo, unv_3]=h_moments(imhist(im_b(:,:,3)),N);
        for i_samp=1:1:n_samp;
            d_r = h_m_distance(T_r(i_samp,:), T_ro, N);
            d_g = h_m_distance(T_g(i_samp,:), T_go, N);
            d_b = h_m_distance(T_b(i_samp,:), T_bo ,N);
            dmm_all(i_samp)=0.55*d_r+0.25*d_g+0.2*d_b;
        end;
        d_all(n)=min(dmm_all);
    end;
clear im_b;
if d_all(n) > Tol
    im(inn(i):snn(i)+inn(i)-1,jnn(i):jnn(i)+snn(i)-1,:)=0;
end;
n=n+1;
end;
end;
figure
image(im);
save(T_name, 'Im_o', 'S', 'd_all')

2. h_m distance

function d = h_m_distance(v1,v2,n);

d=0;
for i=1:1:n;
    d=d+(v1(i)-v2(i))^2;
end;
d = sqrt(d);

3. h-moments

function [v, unv] = h_moments(p,n);
% See Digital Image Processing with MATLAB page 590
% starmoments function
Lp = length(p);
if (Lp ~= 256) & (Lp ~= 65536)
    error('P must be a 256- or 65536- element vector.');
end;
G = Lp-1;
p = p/sum(p);p=p(:);
z = 0:G;
z = z/G; m = z*p;
z = z-m;
v = zeros(1,n);
v(1) = m;
for j = 2:n;
    v(j)=(z.^j)*p;
end;
if nargout > 1
    unv = zeros(1,n);
    unv(1) = m.*G;
    for j = 2:n
        unv(j) = ((z*G).^j)*p;
    end;
end;

4. hm_markareas

% This file is (1) to get color image data
% from the txt files, then filtering, and calculate
% the color image's histogram in different color space
% do contented based image segmentation by spatial color histogram match

clear;
disp('**********************************************************************');
ls *.mat
new_result = input('input the data file you want to load ', 's');
load(new_result);

im=Im_o;
im1=im;
disp('The mean value is')
[min(d_all) mean2(d_all) max(d_all)]
disp('The std value is ')
std2(d_all)

figure
plot(sort(d_all),'.')
disp('please get the segmentation Thresholding value from the figure');

Tol=input('please input the thresholding value=');
N_want=input('please input the small object (to be removed) pixel’s value =');

figure
image(Im_o);
title('Original image in RGB space')
hold;

[inn,jnn,snn]=find(S);
N_length=length(jnn);
n=1;
for i=1:1:N_length;
    if Im_o(inn(i),jnn(i),1)== 0;
        if d_all(n)> Tol;
            Im(inn(i):inn(i)+snn(i)-1,jnn(i):jnn(i)+snn(i)-1,:) =0;
        else
            im(inn(i):inn(i)+snn(i)-1,jnn(i):jnn(i)+snn(i)-1,:) =255;
        end;
    end;
n=n+1;
end;

bworiginal=im(:,:,1);
bw_600=bwareaopen(bworiginal,N_want);

se=strel('disk',20);
bw_600=imclose(bw_600,se);
bw_600=imfill(bw_600,'holes');

figure
imshow(bw_600)
S1 = qtdecomp(bw_600,.27);
[inn1,jnn1,snn1]=find(S1);
N_length1=length(jnn1);
n_label=[];
for i=1:1:N_length1;
    if bw_600(inn1(i),jnn1(i),1)~= 0;
        n_label=[n_label; inn1(i) jnn1(i) snn1(i)];
        nn_x=inn1(i);nn_y=jnn1(i);nnn_1=snn1(i);nnn_2=snn1(i);
        x=[nn x nn x+nnn_1 nn x+nnn_1 nn x nn x];
        y=[nn y nn y nn y+nnn_2 nn y+nnn_2 nn y];
        iml(inn1(i):inn1(i)+snn1(i)-1,jnn1(i):jnn1(i)+snn1(i)-1,:)=0;
        figure(2)
        plot(y-1/2,x-1/2,'y')
    end;
end;
figure
image(Im_o)
J=imfill(iml,'holes');
    figure
    imshow(J);
    disp('************************************************ ');
    T_name=input(' To be filled image data name is ','s');
    save(T_name, 'Im_o', 'S1', 'bw_600','im1')

5. hm_areafilled

clear all;

    disp('************************************************ ');
    ls *.mat
    new_result = input('input the data file you want to load ','s');
    load(new_result);
    %load mixed_data;
    Im=imresize(im1,[1024,1024]);
    I_new=Im;
    n_samp = 1;

    figure
    image(Im);
    title('Original image in RGB space')
    hold;

    %set up the reference images
    for i_samp=1:1:n_samp;
        rect=getrect;
        nn_x=floor(rect(1));nn_y=floor(rect(2));

        nnn_1=rect(3);
        nnn_2=rect(4);
        for ii=1:1:nnn_2;
            for jj=1:1:nnn_1;
                im_r(ii,jj,:)=Im(nn_y+ii,nn_x+jj,:);
            end;
        end;
    end;
end;

I1=im_r;

x=[nn_x nn_x+nnn_1 nn_x+nnn_1 nn_x+nnn_1 nn_x];
y=[nn_y nn_y nn_y+nnn_2 nn_y+nnn_2 nn_y];
figure(1)
plot(x,y)
gtext(num2str(i_samp))
clear im_r;
end;

figure, imshow(I1);

[inn1,jnn1,snn1]=find(S1);
N_length1=length(jnn1);
n_label=[];
for i=1:1:N_length1;
    if bw_600(inn1(i),jnn1(i),1)== 0;
        n_label=[n_label; inn1(i) jnn1(i) snn1(i)];
        nn_x=inn1(i);nn_y=jnn1(i);nnn_1=snn1(i);nnn_2=snn1(i);
        I2=Im_o(inn1(i):inn1(i)+snn1(i)-1,jnn1(i):jnn1(i)+snn1(i)-1,:);
    for jj=1:1:3;
        [n1,m1]=size(I2(:,jj));
        h1=imhist(I2(:,jj))*100/(n1*m1);
        for i=1:1:256
            h1_s(i)=sum(h1(1:i));
        end;
        [n0 m0]=size(I2(:,:,1));
        P = zeros(n0,m0);
        for i=n_1_b:n_1_f-1;
            I_temp = find(h2_s >= h1_s(i) & h2_s <= h1_s(i+1));
            if length(I_temp) > 0;
                P=P+ i*(I2(:,:,jj)>=I_temp(1) & I2(:,:,jj)<=I_temp(end));
            end;
        end;
        H = fspecial('average',[6,6]);
    end;
end;
I3(:,:,jj)=imfilter(P/256,H,'replicate');
clear h1_s h1 h2_s h2;
end;

for ii=1:1:nnn_2;
    for jj=1:1:nnn_1;
        I_new(nn_x+ii,nn_y+jj,:) = im2uint8(I3(ii,jj,:));
    end;
end;
clear I2 I3;
end;
end;
figure,imshow(I_new);

6. hm_finalsmoothed

% this code is for final image smoothing

clear all;

%Im = imread('C:\Documents and Settings\Jiecai Luo\My Documents\AI_wpa\images_other\clouds.jpg');
%Im = imread('C:\Documents and Settings\Jiecai Luo\My Documents\AI_wpa\radar image\coins_1.jpg');
Im = imread('C:\Documents and Settings\Jiecai Luo\My Documents\AI_wpa\images_other\seg_cloud\clouds_new.jpg');
%Im = imread('C:\Documents and Settings\Jiecai Luo\My Documents\AI_wpa\radar image\dop.jpg');
%Im = imread('C:\Documents and Settings\Jiecai Luo\My Documents\AI_wpa\radar image\radar_1.jpg');
Im=imresize(Im,[1024,1024]);
I_new=Im;
n_samp = 2;
figure
image(Im);
title('Original image in RGB space')
hold;

%set up the reference images
for i_samp=1:1:n_samp;
    rect=getrect;
nn_x=floor(rect(1));nn_y=floor(rect(2));
    nnn_1=rect(3);
    nnn_2=rect(4);
    for ii=1:1:nnn_2;
        for jj=1:1:nnn_1;
            im_r(ii,jj,:) = Im(nn_y+ii,nn_x+jj,:);
        end;
    end;
if i_samp ==1;
    I1=im_r;
else

I2=im_r;
end;

x=[nn_x nn_x+nnn_1 nn_x+nnn_1 nn_x nn_x];
y=[nn_y nn_y nn_y+nnn_2 nn_y+nnn_2 nn_y];
figure(1)
plot(x,y)
gtext(num2str(i_samp))
clear im_r;
end;

for jj=1:1:3;
    [n1,m1]=size(I1(:,:,jj));
    h1=imhist(I1(:,:,jj))*100/(n1*m1);
    for i=1:1:256
        h1_s(i)=sum(h1(1:i));
        I_h1_b = find(h1_s == 0);
        I_h1_f = find(h1_s > 99.99);
        if length(I_h1_b)>0
            n_1_b = I_h1_b(end);
        else
            n_1_b=1;
        end;
        if length(I_h1_f) >0
            n_1_f = I_h1_f(1);
        else
            n_1_f=256;
        end;
        [n2,m2]=size(I2(:,:,jj));
        h2=imhist(I2(:,:,jj))*100/(n2*m2);
        for i=1:1:256
            h2_s(i)=sum(h2(1:i));
        end;
        [n0 m0]=size(I2(:,:,1));
        P = zeros(n0,m0);
        for i=n_1_b:n_1_f-1;
            I_temp = find(h2_s >= h1_s(i) & h2_s <= h1_s(i+1));
        if length(I_temp) > 0;
            P=P+ i*(I2(:,:,jj)>=I_temp(1) & I2(:,:,jj)<=I_temp(end));
        end;
    end;
    H = fspecial('average',[6,6]);
    I3(:,:,jj)=imfilter(P/256,H,'replicate');
clear h1_s h1 h2_s h2;
end;

I3=im2uint8(I3);
figure, imshow(I3);

for i=1:1:256
h1_s(i)=sum(h1(1:i));
end;

[n2,m2]=size(I2(:, :, 1));
h2=imhist(I2(:, :, 1))*100/(n2*m2);
for i=1:1:256
    h2_s(i)=sum(h2(1:i));
end;

[n3,m3]=size(I3(:, :, 1));
h3=imhist(I3(:, :, 1))*100/(n3*m3);
for i=1:1:256
    h3_s(i)=sum(h3(1:i));
end;
figure,
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(h1)
hold; plot(h1_s,'r')
subplot(3,1,2), plot(h2)
hold;plot(h2_s,'r')
subplot(3,1,3), plot(h3)
hold;plot(h3_s,'r')

for ii=1:1:nnn_2;
    for jj=1:1:nnn_1;
        I_new(nn_y+ii,nn_x+jj,:)=I3(ii,jj,:);
    end;
end;
figure,imshow(I_new);
I4(:,:,1)=histeq(I3(:,:,1));
I4(:,:,2)=histeq(I3(:,:,2));
I4(:,:,3)=histeq(I3(:,:,3));
figure, imshow(I4)

A4. Program to Embed a Message in an Image

% Program indx2rgbchar2a To write a message and imbedded it in an image.
% The matrix with the message will be called Y1a.
% This will start with program indx2rgbchar which is documented as follows:
% Program to convert an N x M index image (that has a map) into a
% RGB image N x M x 3 (without a map).
% Then change the pixel values for green. A message will be imbedded
% in the image by modifying the green color.
% This program assume a 200 x 320 image has been loaded (or read in) and
% the data is in a default matrix, X or the matrix is named X.
% If it is not 200 x 320, changed the values of i and j below.
load('clown')
% This will convert the matrix for the clown image.
for i = 1:200
    for j = 1:320

64
\( k = X(i,j); \)
\( Y(i,j,1:3) = \text{map}(k,1:3); \)
\[ \text{end} \]
\[ \text{end} \]
\( Y1 = \text{double}(Y); \)

Now write the message and change it: create a vector char1 with the corresponding number for the letter such as A = 1, B = 2, ..., ? = 30.

\( \text{message2} = '\text{GOD BLESS AMERICA}' ; \)
\( k1 = \text{length}(\text{message2}); \)
\( \text{for n1 = 1:k1} \)
\[ \text{if message2(n1) == 'A'} \]
\[ \quad \text{char1(n1) = 1;} \]
\[ \text{elseif message2(n1) == 'B'} \]
\[ \quad \text{char1(n1) = 2;} \]
\[ \text{elseif message2(n1) == 'C'} \]
\[ \quad \text{char1(n1) = 3;} \]
\[ \text{elseif message2(n1) == 'D'} \]
\[ \quad \text{char1(n1) = 4;} \]
\[ \text{elseif message2(n1) == 'E'} \]
\[ \quad \text{char1(n1) = 5;} \]
\[ \text{elseif message2(n1) == 'F'} \]
\[ \quad \text{char1(n1) = 6;} \]
\[ \text{elseif message2(n1) == 'G'} \]
\[ \quad \text{char1(n1) = 7;} \]
\[ \text{elseif message2(n1) == 'H'} \]
\[ \quad \text{char1(n1) = 8;} \]
\[ \text{elseif message2(n1) == 'I'} \]
\[ \quad \text{char1(n1) = 9;} \]
\[ \text{elseif message2(n1) == 'J'} \]
\[ \quad \text{char1(n1) = 10;} \]
\[ \text{elseif message2(n1) == 'K'} \]
\[ \quad \text{char1(n1) = 11;} \]
\[ \text{elseif message2(n1) == 'L'} \]
\[ \quad \text{char1(n1) = 12;} \]
\[ \text{elseif message2(n1) == 'M'} \]
\[ \quad \text{char1(n1) = 13;} \]
\[ \text{elseif message2(n1) == 'N'} \]
\[ \quad \text{char1(n1) = 14;} \]
\[ \text{elseif message2(n1) == 'O'} \]
\[ \quad \text{char1(n1) = 15;} \]
\[ \text{elseif message2(n1) == 'P'} \]
\[ \quad \text{char1(n1) = 16;} \]
\[ \text{elseif message2(n1) == 'Q'} \]
\[ \quad \text{char1(n1) = 17;} \]
\[ \text{elseif message2(n1) == 'R'} \]
char1(n1) = 18;
elseif message2(n1) == 'S'
    char1(n1) = 19;
elseif message2(n1) == 'T'
    char1(n1) = 20;
elseif message2(n1) == 'U'
    char1(n1) = 21;
elseif message2(n1) == 'V'
    char1(n1) = 22;
elseif message2(n1) == 'W'
    char1(n1) = 23;
elseif message2(n1) == 'X'
    char1(n1) = 24;
elseif message2(n1) == 'Y'
    char1(n1) = 25;
elseif message2(n1) == 'Z'
    char1(n1) = 26;
elseif message2(n1) == ' ' 
    char1(n1) = 27;
elseif message2(n1) == '.
    char1(n1) = 28;
elseif message2(n1) == ',
    char1(n1) = 29;
elseif message2(n1) == '?
    char1(n1) = 30;
else
    break
end
end

% Now change the whole numbers into fractions to be imbedded as pixels
% for the color green in the image Y1.
char = .03*double(char1);
% Call the matrix that has the message Y1a.
Y1a = Y1;
    Y1a(20,10:k1+9,2) = char;
% Y1a now has the message.
% Save Y1a and k1 to the workspace
save Y1a
save k1
imshow(Y1a)

A5. Program to Recover the Message From the Image as Described in A4.

% Program indx2rgbchar2 This program recovers the message from
% Program indx2rgbchar2a
% The purpose of Program indx2rgbchar2a was as follows:
% Program to convert an N x M index image (that has a map) into a
% RGB image N x M x 3 (without a map).
% Then change the pixel values for green. A message will be imbedded
% in the image by modifying the green color.
% This program assume a 200 x 320 image has been loaded (or read in) and
% the data is in a default matrix, X or the matrix is named X.
% If it is not 200 x 320, changed the values of i and j below.
% The matrix for the image in which the message was embedded using
% the above process was called Y1a.
% The imbedded message was imbedded from a vector char that had
% 17 characters using the statement: Y1(20,10:k1+9,2) = char;
% For this message, k1 was 17 so the message was in the matrix
% row 20, columns 10 through 26 for the color green.
% We will follow the previous method used to read the message which
% had the following documentation:
% Now use a modified version of program testmess1
% Where as that program read in a number,
% we will get the number for the letter or other character
% using the above program.
% We will then write the letter, a space, a
% period, a comma, or a question mark
% based on the letter being between 1 and 30.
% i = input ('Input a number between 1 and 30. 
'); Don't do this.
% We will load the matrix called Y1a that has the message and was save
% to the workspace. We used Y1a(20,10:k1+9,2) = char;
load('Y1a');
fid = fopen('messfile2.out', 'w'); % Create the output file messfile2.out
% We enter the value for k1 here but we saved it in the workspace from
% the embedding program.
k1 = 17;
char = Y1a(20,10:k1+9,2);
% char is a matrix having numbers from .03*(1) through .03*(30).
% So divide by .03 to get a matrix num2 having values between
% 1 and 30. Use rounding to make certain it is a whole number.
um2 = round(char/.03);
for j1 = 1:k1
    i = num2(j1)
    if i < 1
        break
    elseif i < 11
        char1 = str2mat('A', 'B', 'C', 'D', 'E', 'F', 'G', 'H', 'I', 'J');
        char = char1(i);
    elseif i < 21
        i = i -10;
        char2 = str2mat('K', 'L', 'M', 'N', 'O', 'P', 'Q', 'R', 'S', 'T');
    elseif i < 31
        char3 = str2mat('U', 'V', 'W', 'X', 'Y', 'Z');
        char = char3(i);
    elseif i < 41
        char4 = str2mat('0', '1', '2', '3', '4', '5', '6', '7', '8', '9');
        char = char4(i);
    else
        break
    end
end

char = char2(i);
elseif i < 31
    i = i - 20;
    char3 = str2mat('U', 'V', 'W', 'X', 'Y', 'Z', ' ', '.', ',', '?');
    char = char3(i);
else
    break
end
letter(j1) = char;
end
letter
fprintf(fid, '%s\n', letter);
% image(Y1a)
fclose(fid)